
 

GIVING AWAY the Control of Maine’s Votes to NON-Mainers! 

The National 

Popular Vote 

Sales Pitch: “Use 

Maine’s State 

sovereignty to 

GIVE AWAY a lot 

of Maine’s State 

sovereignty!  

You’re allowed 

to do that, so do 

that!” 

Just because you 

CAN do 

something has 

never meant 

that you 

SHOULD! 

And, what does 

“The NPV 

‘preserves’ the 

Electoral 

College” actually 

mean?   It means 

that they are 
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GIVING AWAY the CONTROL of 

MAINE’s Votes! 
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constrained by the Electoral College and CAN’T get rid of it, despite their strong desire to do just that!  It also 

means that these will always be MAINE’s Votes to choose the President of the United STATES!   

Since the beginning, the People of Maine have had full control over who Maine Voted for for President.  ONLY 

IF Maine joins the NPV contract scheme will Maine voters exert only 0.5% of the decision of WHO MAINE 

Votes for!  The other 49 States – even the ones who refuse to join this terrible NPV contract – will make 99.5% 

of MAINE’s choice!   There are 39 States who will EACH have a stronger voice in who Maine Votes for than 

what MAINERS will have!  The State of Indiana, at 1.9% of the “national popular vote”, will exert almost 4 

times the control over who Maine Votes for than anyone from Maine will have!  Florida voters will control 

7.0% of MAINE’s Votes! 

When NON-Mainers control 99.5% of Maine’s Votes, do you REALLY think that the political campaign 

apparatus will spend MORE time in Maine, as the NPV sales pitch promises - or less?! 

 

But it gets even WORSE - 

 

The National Popular Vote scheme is NOT a national law, despite what you have been left to believe. It is a 

simple CONTRACT of Collusion among 20 or 21 States.  The majority, probably 27, 28 or 29, of our 50 States 

will never join this dangerous NPV scheme!   The Non-NPV scheme States retain FULL control of their Votes! 

That means under the NPV scheme, all 49 OTHER States control who MAINE Votes for, while Maine voters are 

given NO SAY WHATSOEVER in the decision of who the 27 to 29 NON-Compact States Vote for!  Indiana and 

Florida combined will control 8.9% of Maine’s choice, but Maine voters will get NO SAY whatsoever in either 

Indiana or Florida!  That is because Indiana and Florida – and 25 or more other States – will not join this 

dangerous National Popular Vote scheme. They will keep 100% control of their OWN Votes! 

 

The National Popular Vote Interstate Compact scheme is simply a Contract that makes voters across America 

dramatically UNEQUAL! 

 

PLEASE urge your Lawmakers to STOP the National Popular Vote in Maine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keep Our 50 States    -   Help us to defend the Electoral College!  

 Contact us at 
Keep Our 50 States 


